Assessment of data acquisition parameters, and analysis techniques for noise reduction in spinal cord fMRI data.
The purpose of this work is to characterize the noise in spinal cord functional MRI, assess current methods aimed at reducing noise, and optimize imaging parameters. Functional MRI data were acquired at multiple echo times and the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) was calculated. Independently, the repetition time was systematically varied with and without parallel imaging, to maximize BOLD sensitivity and minimize type I errors. Noise in the images was characterized by examining the frequency spectrum, and investigating whether autocorrelations exist. The efficacy of several physiological noise reduction methods in both null (no stimuli) and task (thermal pain paradigm) data was also assessed. Finally, our previous normalization methods were extended. The echo time with the highest functional CNR at 3 Tesla is at roughly 75msec. Parallel imaging reduced the variance and the presence of autocorrelations, however the BOLD response in task data was more robust in data acquired without parallel imaging. Model-free based approaches further increased the detection of active voxels in the task data. Finally, inter-subject registration was improved. Results from this study provide a rigorous characterization of the properties of the noise and assessment of data acquisition and analysis methods for spinal cord and brainstem fMRI.